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October 2013.
2014 WiN Global Annual Conference
will be held in October in Sydney,
Australia.

HEADLINES
Best Wishes in the New Year!

2014 WiN Global Communication
Workshop and Board Meeting will be
held
in
Ljubljana,
Slovenia
in
conjunction with 2014 PIME.

THE WORLD OF WiN
WiN Bulgaria
School competition: NPP – Clean energy

2013 President Report: President’s
Corner (See page 13.)
WiN Global Charter: Revised 2013,
President’s Corner (See page 19.)
2013 WiN Global Annual Conference:
successfully held in Johannesburg,
South Africa. (See page 8.)
2013 WiN Communication Workshop
(See page 9)

WHAT’S NEW?
WiN UK: Launched on 5 December
2013 as the first Women in Nuclear UK
Chapter. (See page 10.)

For the ninth successive year the Women in
Nuclear
–Bulgaria organized the school
competition. The topic this year was NPP- Clean
Energy and was conducted under the patronage
of the Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant and was
organized by the Kozloduy Chapter of the WiNBulgaria. Four teams from schools in the towns of
Kozloduy and Belene took part. The competition

2013 WiN Award Honoree: Minister
Elizabeth Dipuo Peters, South Africa
(See page 9.)
The 20 Anniversary Ceremony of WiN
Global was held in Johannesburg, 7
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th

was dedicated to the 20 anniversary of WiN–
Bulgaria and we received a lot of congratulatory
addresses and letters. The competition was
opened by Mr. Plamen Vasilev-Kozloduy NPP
Director of Safety and Quality. The competition
had four rounds and the students demonstrated
knowledge and skills in the areas of
radioecological monitoring, management of
radioactive waste, radion impact on environment
and VVER reactors technological diagram. The
prizes provided by our sponsors for the schools
will assist the educational process and will
facilitate and make classes more interesting and
attractive for schoolchildren. There were also
prizes for the individual competitions for creating a
brochure, a presentation or a drawing dedicate on
the same topic: NPP-Clean Energy. The big prize
this year was a trip for the participants to the
Research Reactor in the capital of Bulgaria-Sofia.

The members of WiN-Bulgaria took part in the
preparation and conduct of a series of lectures on
protection of population in case of accidents and
natural disasters. The emergency preparedness
expert and member of WiN – Anelia Tsvetkova
delivered lectures at the municipality schools.

WiN-Bulgaria promotes sports activities for
students

WiN Canada
WiN-Canada Conference a chance for personal
and professional growth

The traditional Streetball competition was held
th
again this year on December 7 . The women in
nuclear
sports
organizers
together
with
representatives from the basketball team of the
Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant organized the
th
th
event. 120 kids from 5 to 12 grade from the
schools in the town of Kozloduy participated in the
st
tournament playing to win the 1 prize. It was a
challenging and exciting event with a lot of
interesting and attractive prizes provided by
Kozloduy NPP and WiN-Bulgaria.

WiN-Canada members enjoying networking opp
ortunities aimed at discussing innovation and
“Seizing the Future” at annual conference

WiN-Bulgaria participates in the events for
emergency preparedness notification in the
municipality of Kozloduy
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)
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WiN-Canada’s Annual Conference, held at the
end of September, was one of our busiest
conferences to date. The two and a half-day co
nference included a series of presentations, pa
nel discussions and networking opportunities ai
med at discussing innovation and “Seizing the
Future.”
Along with many experts from then nuclear ind
ustry, conference organizers were pleased to p
rovide the 160 conference participants with tec
WiN Global Quarterly Magazine

Students sponsored by Worley Parsons to attend
the Mine Your Potential conference in Canada

hnical tours at many nuclear related companies
in the area.
This year’s conference featured a series of mini
-sessions, which allowed our members the opp
ortunities to get a little information on a wider
variety of topics. The topics for these sessions
ranged from personal to professional develop
ment and included:










A unique partnership that exists with WiNCanada’s western Chapter WiN-Saskatchewan
and Women in Mining has opened the doors to a
number of learning opportunities for our members.
One such event was a recent conference focusing
on the talents of women working in the natural
resources industry.
As reported by the CBC News (October 22, 2013):
Mine Your Potential was created to provide career
development and networking opportunities for
women working in the mining industry. The event
featured
workshops
that
covered
areas
from mentorship to coaching to how to lead with
courage.
"[Women are] actually only about 13 to 14 per
cent of the workforce in the mining industry and
that's really unfortunate because women are very
talented obviously and it's a great industry to work
in," said Nancy Komperdo, a geologist with BHP
Billiton. "We're in need of skilled labour from all
walks of life and I think that might be the biggest
roadblock right now. People are just unaware of
the opportunities that are presented here."
Keynote speaker MaryAnn Mihychuk, a former
Manitoba Member of the Legislative Assembly,
said that more needs to be done to inform women
that
the
industry
offers
many career
opportunities. "It's difficult to go into a place where
you might feel challenged or uncomfortable," she
said. "The statistics in universities had shown a
continuous improvement and increase in women
in hard sciences. In engineering and geology, for
example, there's a trend for a drop off, so we're
not doing well enough to explain that there's an
opportunity."

Act as a Role Model for Girls and
Young Women
Becoming Stars – Why Our Mistakes
Matter
How
to
Accelerate
Leadership
Development.
How to be a Better Communicator
In Career Design, Consider your
Jumping Off Point
Natural Uranium Equivalent Fuel
Pushing Paper to Pushing Dirt –
Canada’s Largest LLRW Cleanup
Gets Underway
Women and Value Engineering

Most noteworthy of the presenters were
Atomic Energy Canada Limited President
and
CEO Dr. Robert Walker’s comments on WiN being
an important pillar of the Canadian nuclear
industry.
Dr.
Michael
Binder,
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission President
and CEO, reinforced this belief by stating that his
highly educated and skilled workforce is made up
of 47% women in very technical roles.
Our annual conference is a great way to learn
from each other’s experiences and we look fo
rward to gathering together next year.
Opportunities for Women in Mining explored at
WiN-Canada even
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WiN-Canada member, Lori Brown talks with pride
about her job as a Nuclear Operator at Ontario
Power Generation on an Electricity Human
Resources Canada video
There are so many jobs out there that it’s hard to
keep up with the possibilities; however, if you had
never even heard of the job title before, how
would you know where to begin to look for the job?
WiN-Canada is proud to be part of the Bridging
the Gap project recently launched by the
Electricity Human Resources Canada
The
objective of the Bridging the Gap project is to
increase the attraction, recruitment and retention
of women as skilled workers to the electricity and
renewables sector. Through a series of videos,
women talk about the roles they play throughout
the industry and introducing the public to jobs they
may never have known existed.
WiN-Canada member, Lori Brown talks with pride
about her job as a Nuclear Operator at Ontario
Power Generation on an Electricity Human
Resources
Canada
video.
http://vimeo.com/78642094
Lori’s enthusiasm for her profession and key role
she performs is evident in her genuine discussion
of her day-to-day activities. She encourages
women to embrace their love for science and
math and to pursue opportunities that allow them
to work in highly technical fields. Lori is most
proud of the fact that as a Nuclear Operator her
job is “keeping things safe” and making sure that
the plant runs efficiently.
For more information about the Electricity Human
Resources Canada's Bridging the Gap project
visit http://electricityhr.ca/our-work/projectsprogrammes/bridging-the-gap/.

thinking, it could be great, if these two teams meet.
The ladies in the dragon boat team were really
interested in this idea and in visiting the Nuclear
Power Plant, so in April 2013 these women and
their families came to Paks. We started the
meeting with a guided tour in the Visitors’ Center
of the plant. There we explained them about the
functioning of the nuclear power plant, radiation
protection and the treatment of radiaktive waste.
Then we entered the plant and showed them the

WiN Hungary
WiN and the sports people
I consider myself as a lucky person, because I am
a member of two winning teams. I’ve been a
member of WiN Hungary for almost 10 years, and
last year I participated in the world championship
of dragon boat racing in Milan, Italy as a member
of Hungary Masters women’s team. And I was
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)
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turbine hall, the control room and the reactor hall
from the visitor’s gallery.
The ladies from the dragon boat team were very
enthusiastic about the tour, showed a lot of
interest and made numerous questions. Then I
realized how easy it is to educate and motive
sportspeople, because they are very open-minded
and they have a very positive way in thinking. So
this was only the beginning.
We decided to go to a dragon boat championship
and create a WiN information stand for all the
participants and the visitors. And we did it, we had
st
a very successful day on the 21 of September
2013 on the dragon boat championship at the
Velence lake in Hungary. Many contestants visited
our stand between the races. Every time when
somebody approached our info point, we ask
visitors to play a short (12+1) question quiz game
about nuclear energy and the Nuclear Power
Plant in Paks. When evaluating the result, we
could see the person’s level of knowledge, so we
instantly knew what to discuss with them, which
topics needed further explanation. Those taking
part in this quiz game gained a smart present with
a WIN logo on it.
This success story made us put the
communication and cooperation with sportspeople
into our plans for the future.

WiN IAEA
On 22 November, IAEA Deputy Director General
Janice Dunn Lee in coordination with the IAEA
Office at the UN delivering a speech on the
campus of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI)
in Troy, NY on the topic of "60 Years of Atoms for
Peace – Women in Nuclear Science." RPI
President, Dr. Shirley Ann Jackson introduced
DDG Dunn-Lee. RPI Dean of Science, Dr. Laurie
Leshin was master of ceremonies. The event was
webcast and posted on the Agency’s website at
http://iaea.org/newscenter/news/2013/morewomen-needed.html .
Retreating to the forests of Bohemia

lssue 38, 4/2013(December)
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The WiN IAEA 2013 retreat, held in the Czech
Republic on 22–24 November, was a retreat with
a difference. This time, it was planned around a
visit to a secret bunker — a Soviet facility for
storing nuclear warheads during the Cold War —
that had recently been restored to its original state
to be preserved for posterity as a museum —
Atom Muzeum Javor 51 - AMI 51. You may
wonder what the old bunker, nestling in its idyllic
camouflage in rural Bohemia, would have to do
with the IAEA or with WiN. At first glance, the
Atom Muzeum might be seen as more relevant to
a disarmament movement than to the IAEA with
its mission of promoting peaceful uses of nuclear
energy. Nevertheless, the WiN Executive
Committee were keen to visit this slice of nuclear
WiN Global Quarterly Magazine

history so, on their behalf, I attended the
museum’s inauguration in August 2013 — along
with Czech Government dignitaries, the press, an
international array of Cold War historians, and
hundreds of members of the public. The Czech
director of the Iron Curtain Foundation — the
association that maintains the bunker in its
original form — gave me a VIP tour and, on the
spot, we agreed on a WiN IAEA visit in November.
Back to the retreat. We stayed in a comfortable
spa hotel near the museum and fitted our planning
sessions — an essential part of WiN retreats —
around the bunker tour. Twenty-one participants
— seasoned, recent and potential WiN members
— discussed the expectations of the new
members, shared ideas for the coming year, and
considered
upcoming
events
(see:
https://sites.google.com/site/winiaeachapter/event
s-archive/upcoming-events). Needless to say,
the highlight of the retreat was the visit to the
bunker. This underground nuclear-weapon
storage facility was fully under Soviet control from
1968 until 1990. It then passed to the Czech
Ministry of Defence and, in a few years, will be
taken over by the Iron Curtain Foundation, which
has restored it and will continue to maintain it as a
museum. Of the 12 identical twin bunkers (i.e. 24
storage facilities) in the former East block, only
this one remains. What also makes it unique is
that no other nuclear weapon storehouse has
become a museum. The original robust Soviet
construction
and
equipment
have
been
meticulously preserved. We chilled in the halls
kept year-round at 6ºC and 90% humidity, gaped
at the 6.5 ton security doors and mammoth cranes,
marvelled at the still-functional, simple, ingenious
contraptions in the technical rooms, and were
fascinated by the detailed exhibitions in the four
side-halls, which had each housed 20 nuclear
warheads — weapons that could have destroyed
Europe and beyond. The exhibitions had different
themes: the Cold War, the Soviet military
programme, the United States military programme,
and peaceful uses of nuclear power. The Atom
Muzeum owes its existence to the vision,
dedication, and tenacity of the three directors of
the Iron Curtain Foundation, who invested their
time and resources in its creation. It is well worth
a visit, which can best be arranged by emailing
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)

one of the directors, Václav Vítovec, at
vitovec@volny.cz. We have invited Mr. Vítovec to
make a presentation at a WiN luncheon next year
and WiN also hopes to hold an exhibition — in
collaboration with the Czech Embassy — in the
VIC Rotunda. We in WiN regard the bunker — this
unique vestige of nuclear military history — as
both a sobering memorial of the arms race and a
warning for the future. In short, a colossal
monument to non-proliferation!

WiN Korea
Mentoring Programme

A mentoring workshop was held to help temporary
workers, the long-term unemployed and students
with job seeking skills, and to network with nuclear
scientists. Thirty six people participated who are
interested in finding jobs in the field of nuclear
industry and other related organizations.
There was an introduction of the manpower
situation,
recruitment
requirements
and
employment outlook of the nuclear-related
organizations (Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute, Korea Power Engineering Company, Inc.,
Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power- Central Research
7
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Dr. Youngmi Nam Awarded “Inspiring Mentor”
Award

Institute and Korea Nuclear Fuel Co, Ltd.). A
lecture on the success story of nuclear personnel
who successfully found a job after experiencing
many difficulties was given. Participants had
valuable time for face to face meetings and
enjoyed a useful Q&A session. This workshop
could be well evaluated in its effectiveness for
providing participants with confidence and
information on the potential for employment within
the nuclear sector and related fields.

The Vice President of WiN
Korea, Dr. Youngmi Nam
(Korea
Atomic
Energy
Research Institute) received
the “Inspiring Mentor Award”
on “2013 WISET Mentoring
Day” (Dec. 15, 2013), which
was held at the Engineering
Education Center hosted by the Korea Science
Support Center. She has been recognized for
contributions to the cultivation of women scientists
by attending and understanding the mentoring
program operated by The Korea Women Science
and Technology Center.

th

The 13 General Assembly

WiN South Africa
2013 WiN Global Annual Conference

th

The 13
WiNK General Assembly was
successfully held with about 60 participants
supported by the Ministry of Science, ICT and
Future Planning, Daejeon City, and WISET
Chungcheong at the Riviera Hotel in Daejeon on
th,
Oct 29 2013. Dr Muhwan Kim, President of
Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS), gave a
congratulatory address not only on its glittering
activities, but also made a request for continuous
outreach activities and for encouraging the
nuclear women specialists of the future. An invited
special lecture was given by Dr. MyoengJa Kim,
President of Korea Federation of Women’s
Science and Technology Associations, and former
Minister of Environment Ministry, who presented
on ‘Nuclear Energy and Women; Why do I keep
writing books on nuclear power?’ in reviewing her
life as a women scientist.
WiN Korea Executive Members presented the
outcome of major activities such as symposium,
contest, mentoring programme, and the result of
the WISET project, which performed during 2013.
The outcome was exhibited during the meeting.
The Agenda recommended by the Board
Committee was voted unanimously.

lssue 38, 4/2013(December)

The WiN Annual Conference was successfully
held in Johannesburg, South Africa hosted by
Women in Nuclear South Africa (WiNSA) from 6 to
11 October 2013 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Rosebank. The theme for the conference was
“Nuclear Technology: Supporting Sustainable
Socio-economic Development” which drew
representation of different kinds of nuclear
application.

8

Over 200 women delegates who are members of
WiN attended the conference and represented
their countries. The conference provided a rare
opportunity for women particularly Africans to an
extensive discussion on the various applications
of nuclear. The presentations from the workshops,
WiN Global Quarterly Magazine

technical tracks and country reports provided an
opportunity for participants to learn about other
countries nuclear experiences and their future
plans. The participants analysed where their
nuclear program stands today and where they are
heading, how they can contribute to their nuclear
programs in their countries, and what society
expects from WiN. They also established what
efforts should be invested to a successful nuclear
program and the challenges posed by the
Fukushima accident. The overall feedback from
tours were positive, with many delegates
expressing their pleasure at having been able to
get a taste of what South Africa has to offer and
the hospitality of the hosts during their visit.



Japanese public acceptance before and
after Fukushima accident, presented by
Junko Ogawa, Tokyo City University,
Japan



Talking nuclear to the people, presented
by Vuvu Msutwana-Qupe, South Africa

Workshop II: Nuclear Policy Post Fukushima;
moderated by Gabrielle Voigt, Director, IAEA

WiN celebrated its 20th anniversary since it was
established in 1992.
Delegates presented their overview of their
national nuclear situations and the achievements
of their WiN Chapters. There were about 21
country or chapter reports from Australia; Brazil;
Bulgaria; Canada; Europe; Finland; France;
Germany; Hungary; IAEA; Japan; Korea; Pakistan;
Slovakia;
South
Africa;
Spain;
Sweden;
Switzerland; Taiwan; Ukraine and USA.



Nuclear Technology Review 2013,
presented by Gabrielle Voigt, Director,
IAEA



Energy Policy in Germany, presented by
Yvonne Broy, Westinghouse, Germany



Technical and Economic Ramifications of
Fukushima in United States of America,
presented by Desiree Wolfgramm,
Columbia Power Plant, USA
Nuclear Safety in the United Kingdom,
presented by Gabrielle Flannery, WNA,
UK



2013 WiN Award Ceremony
The 2013 WiN Award Ceremony was held during
th
the Gala Dinner on 8
October 2013 in
conjunction with the WiN Annual Conference. A
former Department of Energy Minister, Ms.
th
Elizabeth Dipuo Peters was honoured as the 18
WiN Award Awardee for her role in South African
nuclear expansion and her dedication towards
empowerment of women.

WiN Communication Workshop
The two workshops were held in conjunction with
2013 WiN Global Annual Conference. These
workshops were highly successful. The following
presentation materials will be uploaded on the
WiN Global Website.
Workshop I: Nuclear Public Acceptance: Best
practices and challenges; moderated by
Dominique Mouillot, Vice-President WiN Global/
President WiN Europe and France


Public acceptance-voluntary participation,
dialogue and knowledge building,
presented by Marguerite Nilsson, SKB,
Sweden.



Public acceptance experience in Finland,
presented by Kathe Sarparanta, TVO,
Finland
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)
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WiN UK
First Women
Announced

in

Nuclear

UK

nuclear power, attracting new talent, and
highlighting the strong contribution women
make to this growing sector. I look forward to
working with the new WiN UK chapter which
I’m sure will achieve great things.”

Chapter

PRESS RELEASE - 05.12.13
The NIA and NI are keen to strengthen the
contribution of women working in civil nuclear
energy; achieve a better gender balance in our
industry; and engage with women in the wider
public.

Welcome to WiN UK

A research project is currently underway looking
at the representation of women in the UK nuclear
industry. Available data suggests women currently
make up 11-24 per cent of the nuclear industry.
Preliminary results suggest the nuclear industry is
outperforming other STEM sectors.
Public opinion polling consistently shows a more
pronounced gender gap in attitudes to nuclear
energy than any other area of public policy. Twice
as many men are likely to support nuclear than
women (46% men and 18% women according to
YouGov poll).

(l to r) Elaine Boyes, Nuclear Institute; Furah
Naeem, nucleargraduates; Rebecca Holyhead
PricewaterhouseCoopers;
Miranda
Kirschel,
Atkins Limited; Kirsty Alexander, Nuclear Industry
Association, Gabrielle Flannery, World Nuclear
Association.

The NIA conducted a survey to consult the
industry on an appetite for a women’s network.
From 200 responses, 70% were keen to
participate in a women’s network.

The Nuclear Industry Association and Nuclear
Institute have announced their intention to
establish the UK's first Women in Nuclear (WiN)
UK chapter.

Over the next 12 months the NIA and NI aim to
formally constitute a WIN UK chapter to create a
network to fulfil the following objectives:


Globally WiN currently has 25000 members in 102
countries. The UK has never before had a
chapter, despite being a pioneer in nuclear energy
since the 1950’s.




Minister for Energy and Climate Change,
Baroness Verma welcomed the announcement
and said:



“I have no doubt that WiN UK will be a new
and active force in promoting the benefits of

lssue 38, 4/2013(December)

To build capacity of women within the
industry
To attract more women to choose a
career in the nuclear sector
To raise the profile of women in the
nuclear sector
To inform women in the public about
nuclear energy

The NIA and NI are grateful to Miranda Kirschel
and Rebecca Holyhead who have agreed to
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conference, Energy Choices ’13. The most
effective and credible advocates for the nuclear
industry are those who work in the industry. In
addition, the NIA are publishing a new booklet of
photographic portraits – People behind the Power
– showcasing the workers we value so highly
throughout the British nuclear industry. Video
montages shown at the Energy Choices
conferences are available to watch on the NIA
website.

volunteer as Joint President for 12 months when a
president and executive committee will be elected.
More volunteers are sought to form a proto WiN
UK committee to lead the next 12 months
development.
Tim Chittenden, President of the Nuclear Institute,
commented that
“the UK nuclear industry is facing an acute
skills shortage and it is very important to
ensure that there are no barriers which prevent
women from taking their proper place in the
workforce where they have much to
contribute. The Nuclear Institute strongly
supports this initiative."

Keith Parker added:
“These new campaigns will celebrate and
promote some of the impressive individuals
who make the industry what it is - a source of
justifiable pride and admiration.”

NIA Chief Executive Keith Parker said:
ENDS
“I’m very pleased to see this important
development. We need to celebrate and
encourage the contribution of women to the
nuclear industry.”

Notes to Editors
1.
The NIA is the trade association for
civil nuclear in the UK. They represent
more than 260 companies across the
supply chain. For more information please
go to http://www.niauk.org/ .

Dr. Se-Moon Park, President WiN Global said:
“This is long-awaited and very welcome news.
The UK is a symbolic country in the nuclear
industry as well as for WiN Global. The first
commercial nuclear power plant in the World
started in the UK, and also the head office of
WiN Global is located in London.

2.
The Nuclear Institute is a registered
charity that works with its members to
provide education, training and run
events. For more information please go
tohttp://www.nuclearinst.com/.

“I expect the WiN UK chapter will highly
contribute to the peaceful use of nuclear
energy
and
radiation.
Communication,
Leadership and Education are key to the WiN
mission. WiN UK will contribute to building a
dialogue for public communication as well as
to building a leadership for the future women
nuclear leaders. Once again congratulation on
the
launching
of WiN
UK
chapter,
and heartfelt welcome
to
WiN
Global
association.”

3.
If you would like more information
on the group and how you can be
involved in WIN UK please contact the
NIA. There will be meetings in the first
quarter of 2014. There will be regional
events taking place to introduce the group
to the industry in the next year, more
information to follow in the coming
months.
4.
Rebecca Holyhead is a Senior
Manager at PwC, she has worked in
nuclear and other high hazard industries

NIA’s new re:generation campaign is also being
launched today at the industry’s annual
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)
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for over 10 years in the UK and
internationally with a dual focus on
programme management and operational
risk.
She
has
led
programme
management, risk & change management
for a wide variety of new build, operational
and decommissioning projects. Familiar
with UK regulations she has successfully
led
the
development
of
safety
documentation and its implementation,
and acts as a Subject Matter Expert on
safety and operational risk for companies
operating in high hazard environments.

CELEBRATING SUCCESS
Dr. Hyunsuk Suh Elected as President of the
Korean Cancer Association
Dr. Hyun-suk Suh, WiN
Korea Audit, was elected as
the new president of KCA at
th
the 39
Korean Cancer
Association General Meeting
(Lotte Hotel Seoul, June 14).
Dr. Suh, who specializes in
radiation therapy of breast
cancer, contributed to the
opening of the Breast Center
at the Mokdong Hospital of the Ewha Womans
University, the first one in Korea, as a pioneer in
radiation treatment. Since then, she has been
leading treatment of women’s cancers by setting
up and managing Ehwa University Women
Cancer Hospital and Gender Specific Medicine
Clinique for the special treatment of female cancer,
the Medical Check-up Center for women,
Women’s Ward for female cancer patients, and so
on.

5.
Miranda Kirschel is Head of
European
Business
Development,
Nuclear, with leading British engineering
consultancy, Atkins. She drives strategy
and nuclear business growth in Europe
and South Africa for the n.triple.a joint
venture between Atkins and Assystem
and supports the UK Nuclear Restoration
consortium between Amec, Atkins and
Rolls Royce. Miranda was previously
Director of Business Development and
Communications for CH2M HILL’s
Nuclear Business Group, and Corporate
Affairs Manager at the Nuclear Industry
Association (NIA), where she was the
official secretariat for the All Party
Parliamentary Group on Nuclear Energy,
helping inform Government, media and
the public of the benefits of nuclear
energy.

Dr. Soyun Kim designated as the first Women
Director General in KHNP-RHRI
Vice-President
of
WiN
Korea, Dr. Soyun Kim,
Nuclear Medicine, has been
designated as the first
woman Director General of
the
Radiation
Health
Research Institute of Korea
Hydro & Nuclear Power Co.
nd
Her duties will commence from 2 January 2014.

6.
WiN Global was founded in 1992 as
a
not-for-profit
organisation.
The
organisation supports and encourages
women working in nuclear industries
throughout the world, particularly energy
and radiation applications. WiN Global
aims to promote the understanding and
public awareness of the benefits of
nuclear and radiation applications through
a series of active networks, both national
and international.

lssue 38, 4/2013(December)
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Award recipient, and eBook publication in English
for WiN Global use by WiN Korea, etc. This 2013
President’s
Report
will
summarize
the
achievements of WiN Global during the first year
of the President, Se-Moon Park. The details and
other results are explained below.
We celebrate our 20 year anniversary, delayed by
one year, in 2013 in Johannesburg. We are very
happy to welcome three first-time participants
from Benin, Ethiopia and Mauritius, and two,
probably second-time participants, from Syria and
Yemen which is commemorative and significant in
WiN’s special era.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
WiN Board Meeting:
Ljubljana, Slovenia

17

February

2013,

PIME 2014: 16-19 February 2013, Ljubljana,
Slovenia

I. MEMBERSHIP
As of September 2013, WiN has about 4,270
members in 103 countries, regions and
International organizations. This represents the
numbers who have registered individually in the
WiN membership application system. Many more
are also involved as members of WiN national and
regional Chapters, which bring the total number of
WiN members worldwide to over 20,000 or 25,000.
There are 29 Chapters (including Regional and
International Chapters) recognized, but 3 of them
are inactive. Ten WiN groups are actively
performing various nuclear communication
activities. A new national Chapter in Poland was
established in June 2012 in support of WiN
Europe. Membership increase from 2010 to 2013,
as below.

President’s Corner
2013 President Report
INTRODUCTION
Last year was the 20th anniversary of WiN Global.
During the two decades, WiN has become a large,
international network of members from over 100
countries including organizations and regions.
When Se-Moon Park was elected as the 6th
President of WiN Global in May 2012 in Sweden,
she tried to find out the most urgent needs of WiN
Global to contribute to this global network. Two
issues were targeted as urgent: The first one was
the website re-development. WiN has no selfrunning administrative body and manpower. This
causes difficulties for effective document storage,
and maintenance and regular updating of the
membership database. An effective website can
be a substitute and the solution to these issues.
The second issue was to record the history of WiN
and to keep all the important WiN historical
documents in one central archive. So the website
re-development and the publication of a WiN
history book were the main projects to focus on
th
during the one year and 4 months since 30 May
2012.
Other undertakings are the Charter revision, new
National
Chapter
establishment,
WiN
Communication Workshop, a decision on the 18th
WiN Award recipient and the 1st WiN Honorary
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Item

2010
(as of
May)

2013
(as of
Sept.)

Increasing No.

Member

3080

4270

Δ1190

Country/Region/In
ternational

80

103

Δ 23

Chapter

28

30

Δ 2 (Europe,
Poland)

WiN Chapters as of 2013
No.

1
2
3
4

13

Chap.

Est.

Europe
(Reg.)

2010

Australia

2003

Bulgaria

1993

Brazil

1996

President
Dominique
Mouillot
Jasmin
Craufurd-Hill
Radka
Ivanova
Nélida
del
Maestro

WiN Position
Vice
President/
Exec.Board
Executive
Board
Board
Executive
Board
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
No.

1
2
3

Canada

2004

Czech
Republic
Finland

1994
1993

Colleen
Sidford
Larisa Dubska

Executive
Board
Board

Anna-Maria
Länsimies

Country
Contact
Vice
President/
Exec.Board
Country
Contact
Country
Contact
Executive
Board
Board

France

1993

Dominique
Mouillot

Germany

2008

Jutta Jené

Hungary

1992

Agota Hanti

IAEA

1998

Eva Gyane

Indonesia

1996

Japan
Korea
Pakistan
Poland

2000
2000
1999
2012

Romania

2011

Slovakia

1997

Slovenia
South
Africa
Spain

2003
2003

Sweden
Switzerlan
d
Taiwan

1993
1995

Tri
Murni
Soedyartomo
Reiko Nunome
Se-Moon Park
Khalida Gill
Grazyna
Zakrzewska
Mihaela
Stiopol
Mariana
Mančiková
Nadja Zeleznik
Margaret
Mkhosi
Maribel
Gómez Bernal
Anna Borg
Helena Loner

Turkey

2000

USA
Inactive or
pros
Chapter /
Group

1999

Belgium(C
hap)
China(Cha
p)
Russia(Ch
ap)

1995

4
5

Argentina
Azerbaijan

6

Belarus

7

Egypt

8

India

1995

1994

Estab.

2005
1993

2012

Yu-Chuan
Lora Chung
B.
Gül
Göktepe
Carol Berrigan
President/
Contact
Former:Cécile
Bruwier
Xuehong Liu
Re-building
Proc. by Oxna
Busygina
Maela Viirsoo
Dinara
Abbasova
Svetlana
Vastchenko
Mona Moatty
Mary
Mohankumar
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9

Italy

10

Mexico

11

UAE

12

UK

13

Ukraine

Maria Grazia
Iorio
Veronica
Godinez
Sanchez
Monira
Al
Kuttab
Gabrielle
Flannery
Yulia
Gerascenko

Country
Contact
Country
Contact
Country
Contact
Board,
Secretariat
Country
Contact

II. WiN GOVERNANCE
1. President
As required by the WiN Charter, an election for
th
the 6 WiN President was conducted and affirmed
at the 2012 General Assembly in Kalmar, Sweden.
Dr. Se-Moon Park, Korea, was elected and
inaugurated as the new WiN President
th
commencing her presidential term from 30 May
2012.

Board
President
Board
Board
Board
Board

2. Vice-President
Dominique Mouillot was assigned as WiN VicePresident in 2012. She also holds the position of a
member of the Executive Board. Her role is to act
as President when the President is unable to carry
out her duties. Her term of office will be the same
as the President’s, and retroactively applied from
30 May 2012 as WiN Charter revision approved in
the Extraordinary General Assembly in 2012 in
Kalmar, Sweden.
Vice-President’s Activities and Role
- Support of WiN National and Regional
Chapter Establishment: WiN Poland (June
2012), WiN activity in Azerbaijan and a
prospective regional Chapter - WiN Africa
were resulted in 2013.

Board
Board
Executive
Board
Board
Board
Country
Contact
Board
Board
WiN Position

Inactive
Inactive/
Board
Inactive/pros
pective
Country
Contact
Board
Country
Contact
Country
Contact
Country
Contact
Country
Contact

-

-

14

Organizing
Public
Communication
Workshops: in conjunction with PIME and at
WiN Annual Conference. Organization of
Workshop in 2013 PIME is resulted in 2013,
and a Workshop in 2013 WiN Annual
Conference is organized.
Invited
Participation
in
International
Conference as WiN representative speaker

3. Executives
To produce and discuss WiN business for 20122013, WiN Executive meetings were held. A
WiN Global Quarterly Magazine

conference call using Skype on 3 August 2012
was held, but it wasn’t successful due to its
frequent disconnection. A meeting on 11
September 2012 was held in London. The
President’s report included Approval of the
th
Extraordinary General Assembly held on 30 May
in 2012 in Kalmar, Website re-development and
WiNFO March/June Issue. Action items were
WiNFO, WiN Booth at the WNA Symposium,
Establishment of a WiN Honorary Award,
publication of a WiN History Book for the 20th
anniversary, WiN Charter Revision, Vice-President
Issue and Executives’ Term. Further Executive
discussions were performed via emailing.
The present WiN Executives and their terms are
as follows:
Chair: Se-Moon Park (President, Korea, until
her presidential term)
Secretariat: Gabrielle Flannery (WNA)

and
the
Executives.
The
unscheduled
Extraordinary Board Meeting held on 30th May
2012 was conducted by the new President SeMoon Park. She proposed her vision for WiN
including Website Re-development, Expanding
WiN Promotion Activity, Expanding Country
Chapters, Establishing a WiN Honorary Award,
Building the Annual Public Communication
Workshop, and proposing the principles of the
Vice-President Position and nomination. After the
Extraordinary Board Meeting there were several
email meetings instituted for approval of the
legitimacy of the Extraordinary General Assembly
held on 30th May 2012 in Kalmar, the new
Executive member, WiN Award and WiN Honorary
nominees and WiN Charter Revisions.
The ordinary WiN Board Meeting held on 6th
October 2013 in Johannesburg, South Africa.
WiN Poland was recognized officially and added
as a full voting member to the WiN Board. The
President of WiN Poland, Grazyna Zakrzewska
has been invited as a Board member of WiN.

Members: Dominique Mouillot (Vice-President,
France, same as the President)
Irene Aegerter (Switzerland, 2014)
Cheryl Boggess (USA, 2014)
Keiko Chitose (Japan, 2014)
Nelida Del Mastro (Brazil, 2014)
Ntebatse Matube (South Africa, 2014)
Maria Isabel Gómez-Bernal (Spain, 2016)
Jasmin Craufurd-Hill (Australia, 2016)
Jessie Chiu (Taiwan, 2016)
Anne-Marie Birac (France, 2018)
Colleen Sidford (Canada, 2018)
Eva Gyane (IAEA, 2018)
Ludmilla Kiss-Zoltanne (Hungary, 2018)
Olga Ernandes (Sweden, 2019)

th

5. 20 WiN General Assembly
th
The 20 WiN Global Annual Conference together
with the WiN General Assembly was held on 26
May -1 June 2012 at Kalmar Castle, Kalmar,
Sweden. Over 200 WiNners from 36 countries
attended the Conference. Under the theme,
Safety in the Nuclear Lifecycle-From Design to
Disposal, the conference included scientific
sessions on New Build, Operational, Safety
Decommissioning, and Waste Management. A
cultural excursion to Ö land, World Heritage site
and glass exhibitions, and a technical tour to
NPPs in Oskarshamn and Forsmark including a
spent fuel disposal site were offered by the
organizer, WiN Sweden. WiN Finland provided a
technical tour to Olkiluoto Npp in Finland.
The 6th WiN President, Se-Moon Park was
elected.

Olga Ernandes has been elected as a new WiN
Executive Member as the successor to Monica
Bowen-Schrire who resigned her WiN Executive
position in March 2013. Since she has been
approved by the Boards on 1 August 2013, her
term commences from 1 August with a maximum
limit of three consecutive 2 year-terms.
The next Executive election is projected to be in
2014. At that time it is expected there will be 5
Executive positions open.
4. Boards
During 2012-2013, WiN Boards have worked for
approval of many items proposed by the President
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)
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6. 2012 Extraordinary General Assembly
th
It was held on 30 May in Kalmar, Sweden to
discuss the Charter revision, which included the
addition of the Vice-President position. The WiN
Vice-President position was originally proposed at
the 2010 Board Meeting in Busan, Korea. Due to
the issue pending for three years, an unscheduled
Extraordinary Board Meeting was held in 2012 in
WiN Global Quarterly Magazine

Kalmar after the WiN General Assembly
adjourned. The Boards approved the VicePresident position and the nominee, Dominique
Mouillot, but the role was provisionally entitled
‘Acting Vice-President’ until the applicable
amendments could be made to the Charter in
affirmation by the WiN General Assembly. At the
Extraordinary General Assembly during the Gala
th
Dinner on 30 May 2012 in Kalmar, the new
President proposed the creation of the VicePresident position in the Charter. The
Extraordinary General Assembly was accepted to
be held and approved the proposal of the
President. The legitimacy of the Extraordinary
General Assembly was post-approved on 31
August 2012 by the Boards in email
communication. The Extraordinary General
Assembly is included in the revised Charter 2013,
which was approved by the Boards in September
2013. The results of the Board recommendation
will be announced and affirmed during the 2013
General Assembly in Johannesburg, South Africa.

Application for Membership, Withdrawal of
Membership, Governance, General Assembly,
Secretariat, and Dissolution and Amendments to
the Present Charter (see attachment 1). The
required detailed regulations are described
separately in the Rules and Procedures ver.0 in
several pages (see attachment 2). Newly inserted
items in the revised Charter are Withdrawal of
Membership and Vice President in the
Governance section, and the request of the
Extraordinary General Assembly. Annick Carnino,
the Honorary Board Member of WiN should be
thanked for her contribution in leading the project
for revising the Charter.
The 'WiN Global Rules and Procedures ver.0'
contains all the details including the new articles
about the Vice-Presidential position and its
number and election process, the Extraordinary
General Assembly, and the definition of National
Chapters.
III. ACTIVITIES

st

7. 21 WiN General Assembly
st
The 21 WiN Annual Conference and General
Assembly will take place in October 2013 in
Johannesburg, South Africa. There will be a one
th
year delayed celebration of the 20 Anniversary of
WiN Global. Proceedings will include the General
Assembly meeting, presentation of the 2013 WiN
Award and WiN Honorary Award, Country and
regional Chapter reports, plenary sessions, and
public communication workshops around the
conference theme of “Nuclear Technology:
Supporting,
Sustainable,
Socio-economic
Development.” Technical and cultural tours are
included as part of the conference events.
8. Charter Revision
The WiN Charter Revision 2013 and WiN Global
Rules and Procedures ver.0 will be recommended
by the Boards for the affirmation of the WiN
General Assembly. It is proposed that the Charter
should only be amended in extraordinary
circumstances but the Rules and Procedures can
be amended when necessary.
The revised Charter is simplified and contains the
fundamental items within two pages, ie. General
(name, location and identical definition),
Objectives
and
Business,
Membership,
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)

1. WiN History Book
The WiN History Book, ‘20 Years of WiN,’ was
published on 16 September 2013 by the WiN
Editorial
Committee; Irene
Aegerter,
AnneMarie
Birac,
Gabrielle Flannery,
Gabriele Voigt and
Se-Moon Park to
commemorate the
th
20 Anniversary of WiN Global, established in
1992. The book contains our History, WiN
Chapters, WiN Today, WiN Annual Conferences,
etc. This WiN history book explains how WiN
started, what we are and what we do in the
present and in the future.
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2. WiN Website Re-development
As the old WiN website could not meet the
requirements of the present WiN Global
expansion into a large global network, the
necessity for a new website has been considered
for some time. One of the attempts was after the
2010 WiN Annual Conference in Busan, Korea.
WiN France and WiN Korea volunteered to redevelop the website in the Board meeting in
WiN Global Quarterly Magazine

Accident in Fukushima,’ by Prof. Hans Mathias
Kepplinger; ‘The Political Fallout in Switzerland
after the Accident in Fukushima: 'Reasons Versus
Emotion in the Decision of Nuclear Energy’ by Dr.
Irene Aegerter and ‘Gender Makes a Difference:
Gender Differences in Risk Perception-Theoretical
and Empirical Perspectives’ by Prof. Katrin
Fischer. The presentations can be obtained from
2013 PIME on the WiN Global Website in the
Members’ Section, which is available only for the
Leading Group at the moment. It will be available
to all the members from 2014. It is planned to
upgrade
the
submenu
of
Activities;
Communication & Dialogue in board format.

Busan. The planning was built up by WiN France
and WiN Korea but any further progress couldn’t
be forwarded due to the matter of budget.
The President Se-Moon Park proposed to redevelop it in the unscheduled Board Meeting in
Kalmar, 2012, after being elected as the new
President. As the Boards approved it, the planning
was started in WiN Korea with reference to the
WiN Website Specification written in September
2010 by Stéphanie Foulquier and Olympe Peretz,
led by Dominique Mouillot, President WiN France
in 2010. In the Executive Meeting in London in
September 2012, the first draft was discussed.
Meanwhile there was also a discussion with
Agneta Rising, the incoming Director General of
the WNA in 2012, about the server and domain for
the new website. Agneta kindly agreed to offer
these services which the WNA has previously
done for the old WiN website. The new website
was launched on 6 September 2013.
The new website is more than a homepage; it
contains storage areas for WiN documents, an
easily updated membership database and a
section for WiN Chapters and News, etc. More
detailed information on the website will be
provided in a separate paper.

The Workshop in 2014 PIME is to be organized by
WiN Europe and the WiN Vice President. Another
Communication Workshops will be held at the
2013 WiN Annual Conference in Johannesburg.
The themes are Nuclear Public Acceptance: Best
Practice and Challenge for Workshop I, and
Nuclear Policy Post Fukushima for Workshop II on
th
8 October 2013.
4. 2012 WiN Award
th

3. Communication Workshop
WiN Global has held
annual
Communication
Workshops for more
than 10 years in
conjunction with the
PIME
Conference,
supported by ENS. A
WiN Workshop took
place in Zurich (19
Feb.) during 2013
PIME
under
the
theme ‘The Role of
the Media in the
Fukushima
Crisis
and its Impact on
How to Communicate
with
Women’
organized by WiN Europe and WiN Switzerland.
Three presentations were made: ‘Media Coverage
in Germany, France and United Kingdom after the
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)
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The 17
WiN Award
honoree in 2012 was
Agneta Rising who is the
Director General of the
World Nuclear Association.
The Award ceremony was
held at the 2012 WiN
Annual
Conference,
Kalmar, Sweden.
Previously, Agneta was
Vice President Environment, Vattenfall AB, a
Swedish energy company with operations in
Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands and the UK.
Agneta is an influential figure in the Swedish
nuclear industry and a familiar face to the
Swedish public when it comes to the
communication of the health-related and
environmental aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle.
Agneta is also one of the pioneers of WiN: cofounder and second President of WiN (19962000), co-founder of WiN Nordic and co-founder
and now honorary member of WiN Sweden.
Agneta's various professional roles and career
milestones in the nuclear industry have been
hallmarked by her ability to combine a dedication
WiN Global Quarterly Magazine

to environment and people with a commitment to
providing factual communication about nuclear
power at all levels and to diverse groups: to the
general public, environmentalists and activists and,
of course, to women. This, as well as her
demonstrated ability to communicate to men in
the nuclear industry the need for the industry to
focus on communicating to women and her ability
to take, and maintain, strong leadership in a maledominated industry, makes her a role model that
we are truly proud of.

June and September in 2013 were published.
WiNFO is available directly on the WiN website
from the first issue.
8. WiN Exhibition
Four WiN exhibitions were held in 2012 and 2013:
at the WNA Symposium in London organized by
WiN Global and WiN Europe, and supported by
WNA; the 2012 and 2013 IAEA General
Conference organized by WiN IAEA. The WiN
banner, pop-up Book, Card game, children’s
characters and many products from WiN Chapters
were displayed.

5. 2013 WiN Award
As the WiN Award position paper noted, ‘a viable
candidate for the WiN Global Award is to be
considered in her contributions in the areas of
Communications, Education, Leadership and
th
Mentoring’. The 18
WiN Award honoree,
Elizabeth Dipuo Peters, South Africa has been
nominated by the WiN Executive & Board
Committee. The Award ceremony will take place
during 2013 WiN Annual Conference in
Johannesburg, South Africa.

9. Publication of eBook
An eBook is
published
from the popup
book
‘Green
Energy
for
Green Earth’
in
English
and Korean in WiN Korea for WiN Global use. It is
uploaded in the websites; http://www.winglobal.org/member/ebook (members only) and
http://www.winkorea.or.kr/ebook/wink/JBook.htm

6. 2013 the First WiN Honorary Award
In May 2012 the Board established the WiN
Honorary Award in Kalmar, Sweden to honour a
person dedicated to WiN development in finance
or other remarkable contributions. It is open to
men, organizations and WiN members. It is not
necessarily an annual award. The President and
WiN Executive members are not eligible for
nomination until they have completed their terms
of service.

Remarks and Acknowledgement
Between May 2012 and September 2013, WiN
Global has produced many deliverables. I learned
the difficulties of undertaking a global project with
the members of the editorial team located around
the world during the publication of the history
book ’20 Years of WiN’. But I also saw how
WiNners have sincere hearts for performing
nuclear projects.
I really thank all WiNners for your devotion and
contribution.

The first honoree, Susan Brissette, has been
nominated by the WiN Executive & Board
Committee. The Award ceremony will take place
during 2013 WiN Annual Conference in
Johannesburg, South Africa.
7. WiNFO
WiNFO is the WiN Global newsletter. It is
published and distributed quarterly in March, June,
September, and December to the entire
membership of WiN as a means of
communicating on WiN activities. WiNFO is
historically assembled by the WiN President.
Three issues are published in 2012; March/June,
September, December. Three issues of March,
lssue 38, 4/2013(December)

Respectfully Submitted
to WiN General Assembly
WiN Global President, Se-Moon Park,
And WiN Global Board Committee
Dated on 7 October 2013,

Attachment: WiN Global Charter
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WIN GLOBAL CHARTER

3. Regular Members are nuclear technology and
applications, R & D, and communication
related specialists. They include national
chapters, individual members, and chapter’s
members.
4. Associate Members are individual members
who are not nuclear specialists, but support
WiN objectives and activities.
5. Affiliated Organizations are organizations who
share the objectives of WiN and are ready to
contribute to its activities.
6. Honorary Life Members are those who served
as Past WiN Presidents.

Revised 2013
Article 1. General
1. The name of the Association is Women in
Nuclear Global. It is designated by the
acronym WiN Global or WiN.
2. Its Head Office is located in London (UK), at the
World Nuclear Association (WNA) to which it is
an affiliated member. A branch office can be
made
available
for
the
President’s
convenience in any chapter.
3. English is the official language.
4. WiN Global is a non-profit making association.
It is a network of women and men working
professionally in various fields of nuclear
energy and radiation application.

Article 4. Application to Membership
1. Individuals have to apply firstly through their
local chapter if any. If there is no local chapter
they may apply individually with the
endorsement by one Board member or two
WiN members.
2. Organizations are requested to apply for
membership and submit it to the Executive and
Board of WiN for approval.

Article 2. Objectives and Business
1. The main objective of the association WiN
Global is to increase awareness and
information in the public, especially women
and young generation, on nuclear energy and
its applications and on nuclear science and
technology and in allied fields.
2. To meet the main objective, business will be
carried in the following areas:

Building a global network between
members

Building a global network between the
various chapters

Organizing an annual conference for
exchange of information and experience
between members and/or chapters

Maintaining good relations with other
nuclear associations and organizations

Delivering the annual WiN Award

Mentoring the young generation of
nuclear professionals

Carrying out any other business as
needed or requested by the General
Assembly.

Article 5. Withdrawal of Membership
1. Membership can be withdrawn by the member,
or a national chapter’s notification.
2. The Board can dismiss membership of
members who violate the WiN charter and/or
rules or whose behaviour has infringed the WiN
objectives and reputation.
Article 6. Governance
1. Structure
 The President (elected)
 Vice Presidents: 1 to 3 designated by the
President
 Executive Committee of the Board: 8 to
15 members, excluding Vice President(s)
and Secretariat member
 Board of Directors:
Single representative member of each
recognized WiN Chapter and honorary
position of WiN past Presidents
2. The composition, election, selection and duties
of the Governance Structure are addressed in
the ‘WiN Global Rules and Procedures’.

Article 3. Membership
1. WiN Global is open to any individuals (men and
women) or organizations involved in nuclear
industry, technologies and applications who
adhere to the mission and goals of WiN.
2. Membership is composed of Regular Members,
Associate Members, Affiliated Organizations,
and Honorary Life Members.
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Article 7. General Assembly
1. Once a year WiN Global holds a General
Assembly.
2. At the request of the President or of the Board,
an extra-ordinary General Assembly can be
held.
3. Roles, participation, voting and location are
19
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detailed in the
Procedures’.

‘WiN

Global

Rules

and

Article 8. Secretariat
A secretariat is established and reports to the
President. Its role is defined in the ‘WiN Global
Rules and Procedures’.
Article 9. Dissolution and Amendments to the
Present Charter
1. Dissolution of WiN Global can be pronounced
after a request to the Board and an approved
decision of the General Assembly. It can also be
dissolved automatically as a result of lack of
membership.
2. A permanent modification of the charter needs
to be approved by the General Assembly.
3. The WiN charter should be reviewed at least
every 10 years. The President will nominate a
commission in charge of preparing the charter
changes or the amendments. This commission
will be composed of Board Members selected
by the President.

Issued on 7th October 2013

Women in Nuclear Global, c/o World Nuclear
Association
Carlton House, 22a St. James’s Square
London, SW1Y 4JH, United Kingdom
www.win-global.org
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